Trade Lane between Switzerland and UAE
Air & Ocean Freight Services

Trade Lane Service

Key Facts

Agility brings efficiency to supply chains everywhere we

■■

operate with our unmatched personal service, global

No 1 warehousing provider with a total of 104,000 sqm space
in UAE

footprint and customized services.

■■

Partnership with the world’s premium carriers

With Switzerland and United Arab Emirates sharing an

■■

Daily flights to and from Switzerland, Abu Dhabi & Dubai

■■

Weekly LCL traffic to major cities

■■

Door-to-door service

important Trade Lane Agility provides the vital link
between these two trading partners to businesses of all sizes.

■■

For more information, contact
Agility Switzerland

Agility United Arab Emirates

Marc Kaiser

Rahul Prabhavalkar

mkaiser@agility.com

RPrabhavalkar@agility.com

T +41.61.316.5243

T +971.4.813.1069

■■

■■

Special solutions for not standardized shipments (DGR,
Oversized, Fairs & Events)
Best-in-class integrated purchase order management and
tracking system
Customs clearance specialist

Freight forwarding

Agility’s regional freight and distribution hub serves the Middle East and Africa with
warehousing, freight, transport and specialty logistics. Our 104,500 sqm warehouse
operation includes ambient, chilled, pharma grade and frozen storage.
A fleet of trucks and other vehicles enables timely distribution within UAE and crossborder. We provide full visibility to warehoused inventory and goods in transit with
advanced tracking and exception management systems.
Automotive, healthcare, hi-tech, industrial, pharma and retail customers benefit from
customized, end-to end supply chain solutions designed by Agility’s logistics experts based
in Dubai, one of UAE’s major commerce centers.

Fairs & Events

Trade fair exhibitors, organizers and promoters confront tight shipment schedules,
multiple venue stops and other challenges. They turn to Agility Fairs & Events, one of the
most trusted, dependable and experienced logistics providers in the global events industry.
We give customers peace of mind. We offer the most modern warehousing, lifting
equipment, handling gear and other critical infrastructure. Our advanced cargo-tracking
system provides customers the added assurance that their cargo is always in safe hands.
We bring specialized expertise to events and exhibitions for the aerospace and defense,
machinery, semiconductor, oil and gas, food and hospitality, and automotive industries.

Agility in Switzerland

Agility in United Arab Emirates

■■

7 Offices, 250 employees

■■

5 Offices

■■

30,000 sqm storage space

■■

1,000 employees

■■

ISO 9001, ISO 22000

■■

104,500 sqm storage space

■■

ISO 2700 certified TMS

■■

Own fleet

■■

SQAS, GDP, AEO

■■

ISO 9001

www.agility.com
twitter.com/agility
linkedin.com/company/agility
youtube.com/user/agilitycorp

Agility Logistics Ltd, St. Jakobs-Strasse 220, 4002 Basel, Switzerland
T +41.61.316.5151 | F +41.61.313.5557 | switzerland@agility.com

